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Hand Blended Tobaccos 

 
 
 
Mix ‘October 89’ 
Our best selling mix with a sweet aromatic mixture, it is slow burning and cool, ideal for breaking in a new 
pipe. It incorporates ‘620’ mixture and broad cut Lemon Virginia, chopped Flake and Red Virginia, in 
addition to rich Cavendish and Oriental Leaf.  Flavoured with honey and apricot essence and a dash of 
mixed fruit, it is mild in strength. 
 
Mix “Royale” 
A rich combination of “Blenders Own”, “October 89” and “New World”, spanning from mild to medium 
blends. 
 
Mix “Duke Street” 
A popular combination of traditional “English” mixture, broad cut Lemon Virginia, Latakia, Cavendish and 
Oriental mixture.  This mix also incorporates “Alfred’s Own” and two dark flakes which have been rubbed 
out.  Slow burning and just on the mild side of medium. 
 
Mix “Mr Alfred’s Own” 
One of the original “English” mixtures, but it remains very popular.  A mellow medium blend of Latakia, 
Cavendish, Virginias and Oriental Leaf, with added Havana filler leaf to give it zest. 
 
Mix “10” 
A richly flavoured “English” mixture.  Medium to full strength.  A highly proportion of Latakia and 
Cavendish leaf give backbone to this blend, with Virginias and Oriental leaf.  The nearest factory blend is 
“London Mixture”. 
 
Mix “73” 
The fullest flavoured “English” mixture, which is recommended for an evening smoke.  Over 52% Latakia, 
with Cavendish, Virginias, Perique and Oriental leaf.  The nearest factory blend is “Nightcap”. 
 
Mix “Peach” 
Using the same recipe as “October 89”, the peach blend is semi-sweet, slow burning and mild in strength. 
 
Mix “Millennium” 
Is a mellow mixture of Lemon and Bronze Virginias. A touch of Turkish leaf with added ready rubbed 
Virginia to enhance this cool slow burning blend – no Latakia in this mix. 
 
Mix 36081 “Three Year Matured Virginia” 
A medium blend consisting of Red Virginia and Oriental leaf, lightly flavoured with mixed fruit essence. 
 
Mix 1167 “Cuba” 
A spicy flavoured blend of medium strength, consisting of mixed Virginias, Cavendish and Oriental leaf 
with added Havana Filler leaf and Perique. There is no Latakia in this blend. 
 
Mix “New World” 
A rich mild to medium blend, predominately Burley leaf with Virginias, some Cavendish and Latakia.  
Two dark flakes are then added to complete this satisfying blend, with a final flavouring of maple essence. 
 
 



Mix 1066 “Durbar” 
This blend contains a high proportion of Oriental leaf, Virginia and Latakia.  It is a broad cut mixture, 
giving rich body but has a slow rate of burn and is medium in strength. 
 
Mix “Bowled Out” 
A natural sweet smelling mixture which consists of rubbed Virginia and Turkish, with a small amount of 
Perique to give it spice.  It is medium is strength and not considered aromatic.  It is ideal after a game of 
cricket. 
 
Mix “221B Baker Street” 
A mild to medium strength mixture with a quizzical twist to it that only the formidable Sherlock Holmes 
could fathom out.  Elementary! 
 
Mix “Baby’s Bottom” 
A smooth medium strength mixture which consists mainly of Red Virginia but also has Bronze and Lemon 
Virginia, some flake and a good helping of Latakia.  (As smooth as a baby’s bottom!) 
 
Mix “White Spot” 
A fairly full bodied smoke that has 35% Latakia, Red Virginia and Turkish.  A very English mixture. 
 
Mix “Chocolate” 
Mild to medium in strength, this dark blend is flavoured with plain chocolate essence.  Chocolate flavoured 
flake is added to mixed Virginias, Perique and Oriental leaf. 
 
Mix “Rum Truffle” 
Mild to medium in strength this soft and rich luxurious blend consists of whole chopped cigar leaf, Burley, 
Virginias, Flake and Oriental leaf.  This mixture also incorporates “Royal Yacht” flavoured with rum 
essence and a dash of chocolate essence. 
 
Mix “36667” 
A full bodied dark broken flake with no added ‘casting’ (flavouring).  For the customer who prefers full 
strength. 
 
Mix “36609” 
Comparable flake to ‘Navy Cut’ or ‘Plug’ tobacco.  Second strongest flake to 36667. 
 
Mix “620”  
A very popular medium strength mixture.  A blend of Red Virginia, chopped flake and a little Latakia, 
incorporating ‘Royal Yacht’.  The flake helps to give natural sweetness and a slow rate of burn.  A dash of 
white rum flavouring is added to enhance taste. 
 
Mix “27” 
A classic ‘English’ mixture, ‘nutty’ in taste.  Mild to medium in strength, it is a blend of Latakia, 
Cavendish, Virginia and Oriental Leaf. 
 
Mix “21” 
A straight forward fine cut (unflavoured) Red Virginia.  Mild in strength. 
 
Mix “94” 
A medium strength blend, not considered to be aromatic, consisting of 50% Cavendish (heavy grade 
Virginia) and 50% Red Virginia. 
 
 
 
 



Mix “Elite” 
A mild to medium mixture which contains ‘spicy’ Perique.  A rich sophisticated blend with nine different 
tobacco leaves including Cavendish, Virginias and flakes.  A semi-aromatic blend flavoured with plum and 
mixed fruit. 
 
Mix “Aperitif” 
A complex blend of Virginias, Cavendish, Latakia and Oriental Leaf.  The name ‘Aperitif’ suggests this 
well balanced medium mixture should be enjoyed prior to dinner. 
 
Mix “Vanilla” 
A mild to medium blend of Burley and Virginia Flake, flavoured with vanilla essence. 
 
Mix “Rum & Cherry” 
Incorporating ‘Royal Yacht’ mixture, a mild to medium blend of Virginias and Oriental Leaf.  Flavoured 
with equal amounts of cherry and rum essence. 
 
Mix “June 86” 
A very popular ‘Continental’ and aromatic mixture, not too sweet and mild in strength.  A blend of 
Virginias and Flakes, lightly flavoured with Whiskey and Caramel essence. 
 
Mix “Cherry” 
The same recipe as ‘June 86’, lightly flavoured with cherry essence and mild in strength. 
 
Mix “Blender’s Own” 
Highly regarded, this blend is semi-aromatic and mild to medium in strength, with rich Flake and Burley, 
Virginias and Perique.  Some Latakia is added before it is finally flavoured with vanilla essence.  It is 
designer made for the customer who prefers character rather than an aromatic blend. 
 
Mix “Shell” 
A mixture of quality Brazilian and Milawi tobaccos and orange and mahogany Virginias, blended with a 
matured mid brown ready rubbed blend.  The addition of bright and brown small aromatic flakes, provide a 
cool slow burning smoke.  Mild in strength and not considered to be aromatic, it gives a fully satisfying 
taste and delivery. 
 
Mix “48 Jermyn Street” 
Introduced for the refurbishment of our shop in 1997.  This is a smooth tasty ready rubbed blend containing 
Virginias and Kentucky fired Burley leaves, with long stranded Lemon Virginia Leaf and rich expensive 
Louisiana fermented Perique.  It is lightly flavoured, but not considered to be aromatic.  Mild in strength, if 
is a slow burning cool mixture. 
 
Mix “Prince of Wales” 
This mixture belonged to the Duke of Windsor when he was the Prince of Wales.  A princely mixture of 
orange and bronze Virginias, blended with matured rubbed out bright Flake and dark Cavendish pressed 
tobaccos.  This blend is finally topped with cool aromatic black tobaccos.  The overall blend provides a 
uniquely interesting medium strength blend with a mild aromatic flavour.  
 
Mix “Xmas Mix” 
A rather complicated mixture of various tobaccos with added Whiskey and Rum for a seasonal smoke.  
(Available during the festive season – Nov. to Jan only) 
 
Mix “34596” 
Our most popular dark broken flake with a little ‘casting’ (flavouring).  Richly flavoured with a background 
‘tang’ and medium in strength. 
 
 



 
Mix “36166” 
A ‘Lemon’ and ‘Bronze’ Virginia flake previously known as ‘Dark Flake’ or ‘Mixture 179’.  This flake is 
gently ‘rubbed out’ to give the smoker cool burning qualities.  Mild to medium is strength. 
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